Education-focused Insurance Co-Op ASCIP
partners with Permission Click to bring digital
permission forms to over 1.4 Million Students in
California.
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ASCIP is an education-focused Joint Powers Association providing efficient and broad
-spectrum liability and worker’s compensation coverage to 146 Member K-12 districts
covering 1.4 million students across central California. Formed in 1985, the risksharing pool has grown extensively over the past ten years to include a variety of
School Districts, Charter Schools, Community Colleges, and smaller Joint Powers
Associations (JPAs), serving millions of students in their region.

ASCIP’s focus on reducing costs and minimizing liability exposure for their Member
Districts led them to partner with Permission Click.
“We know from a claims perspective that our Member Districts
struggle to produce signed permission forms - we estimate that less
than 10% of our Members are retaining forms for the appropriate
period of time.” Reshan Cooray, Director of Risk Services - ASCIP
shared. “We are very pleased with the flexibility Permission Click
provides, ultimately allowing us to make this vital Risk Management
tool available to our entire membership.”

One of the first ASCIP Members to deploy Permission Click was Clovis Unified School
District. With 40,000 students spread across 42 highly active campuses, ASCIP’s twopage recommended permission form was completely unmanageable for Clovis to
ensure schools were implementing at school-level.
Following a customized implementation plan, our Customer Success team rapidly
onboarded the first batch of Clovis schools, sending home their first digital permission
forms in only 15 days. Our team’s hands-on approach ensured that every stakeholder
across the district felt supported and empowered in their usage of Permission Click.
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“Permission Click has demonstrated a willingness to support through
each phase of the implementation process. The team’s friendly, “cando” spirit make working on projects meaningful and enjoyable. They
are continually available for training and support, which makes for
a positive transition when faced with new processes.” - Kyle Ellis,
Coordinator Budget & Finance - Clovis Unified School District.
Teachers and staff have taken so fully to Permission Click that they have organically
expanded usage of the platform within their schools:

89% Schools Active
1 New form sent
per day on average

Such widespread organic adoption is incredibly rare in the EdTech industry; where
policy and process changes often take many years to fully integrate within a district’s
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culture. Permission Click’s unique easy-to-use interface coupled with educationspecific features has ensured that adoption is a breeze in our districts; with teachers
and parents alike raving about the platform.
“It is much more convenient since there are less papers involved.”
says Susan Rutledge, Assistant Superintendent. “Parents are assured

of receiving the form rather than it getting lost in student’s backpacks.
The teachers have emergency information on their phones during
the field trip rather than carrying stacks of paper with them. And
their customer service has been amazing!”

Clovis looks forward to scaling the usage of Permission Click into additional
departments within their district. As each additional department digitizes their paper
forms and processes, the district realizes thousands of hours in human and print
resources that are better allocated to supporting their student’s learning.
“The automation of collecting paper forms has proven to have a
positive impact on efficiency within the district. The district now
saves paper and time, which allows for better use of the district’s
resources. Teachers and parents alike enjoy having electronic forms
and appreciate the ease of use. The benefits of having a digital

permission slip management system speak for themselves.” - Kyle
Ellis
Permission Click’s focus on providing a flexible and scalable solution designed with
ease-of-use in mind ensures that staff members delight in utilizing the platform;
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providing a win-win solution for districts looking for easy implementation, and
associations such as ASCIP looking to provide tools and solutions to facilitate change
management.
“We’ve seen incredible interest and uptake from our Members,
allowing us to provide a key solution that saves our districts time and

resources while increasing compliance, accountability, and
defendability.” - Reshan Cooray

